
From: Faustner, Emma K <emma.faustner@med.uvm.edu>  
Sent: Wednesday, October 7, 2020 9:18 AM 
Subject: Transcripts for ERAS, FAQ updates, and To Do list! 
Importance: High 
 
Hello Class of 2021! 
 
Based on requests I have compiled some info as quick reference as you continue through the residency 
application process.  
 
I have updated the FAQ document and have created a checklist. These are posted to the Career Planning page 
of the Learning Commons (LCOM login required) along with some other application resources. 
 
As a reminder, following the recent WeeklyWire posting, in order for me to upload your transcript you will 
need to request a copy from the UVM Registrar’s Office: 
 

Log into myUVM (top right hand corner on www.uvm.edu), locate Registrar link and request an official 
transcript. 

1. In the "issued to" field enter ERAS c/o AAMC (please don’t have them issued to Emma) 
2. In the "send to email address" field enter Emma.Faustner@med.uvm.edu 
 

- Only the med school transcript will uploaded. If you did undergrad/graduate/continuing ed at UVM 
those pages will be removed. 

- Transcripts in ERAS do not get automatically updated as new grades come in. If a new grade posts and 
you want it included on your ERAS transcript you will request a new one in the same way and I will 
replace it in ERAS. The request and uploading process is pretty quick so if you are expecting grades that 
haven’t posted yet you can safely wait a week or 2 before submitting your request. Please note that 
when a grade posts in OASIS there can be a 24 hour lag before it posts to your transcript. 

 
Please bookmark the ERAS Applicant User Guide! Most of the technical questions you will have will be 
answered here. The table of contents is hyperlinked and you can easily search it using ctrl+F. 
 
If you have questions not covered in the FAQ please feel free to ask! I will update the FAQ as we go. 
 
Emma Faustner (she/her) 
Student Services Specialist 
Advanced Integration and Residency Application Coordinator 
Office of Medical Student Education 
Given Courtyard N-100 
89 Beaumont Ave. 
Burlington, VT 05405 
Emma.Faustner@med.uvm.edu 
== 
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